Programme: Theology (group in English)
Level of studies: Long-Cycle MA Programme
Polish Qualifications Framework PRK level: 7
Programme profile: General academic
Field of science/arts: Theology
Discipline/Disciplines : Theology
Learning outcomes for general university courses (foreign language classes, physical education, entrepreneurship, university mission courses) are specified in
the relevant resolutions of the Senate
Symbol
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programme
learning
outcome
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Programme learning outcomes

Reference to
universal first stage
descriptors – PRK levels
6-8

Reference to second
stage descriptors - PRK
levels 6-8

Reference to second
stage descriptors PRK levels 6 and 7 in
the field of art sciences

Reference to second
stage descriptors - PRK
levels 6 and 7 for
engineering
qualifications

Knowledge: Graduate knows and
understands
possesses deepened knowledge about the
objective and methodological specificity of
theology, in particular in the frame of biblical
sciences and systematic theology, history of
the Church, and is able to develop it and
creatively apply in professional activity
possesses deepened knowledge about
contemporary achievements, centres and
schools of research in the area of theology and
general knowledge of them in the area of
philosophy
possesses deepened knowledge about
relations between social structures and
institutions and about the process of
transformation in the cultures influenced by
Christianity, especially regarding the role of
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Christianity in the formation of Europe
possesses deepened knowledge about the
links between theology and other areas of
science, especially the humanities, social
sciences and law, allowing to integrate the
perspectives proper to several scholar
disciplines
knows and understands basic concepts and
rules of copyright as well as the necessity of
managing the intellectual property resources
possesses
deepened
knowledge
of
contemporary Roman Catholic Church
teaching; know the Catholic social teaching
knows the terminology of theological sciences
and its Greek-Latin roots
possesses systematic, deepened and leading
to the specialisation, detailed knowledge in
biblical theology
possesses systematic, deepened and leading
to the specialisation, detailed knowledge in
systematic
theology,
especially
in
fundamental, dogmatic and moral ones
possesses systematic, deepened and leading
to the specialisation, detailed knowledge in
other theological disciplines
possesses systematic, deepened knowledge
in philosophy and canon law
knows main rules of evangelization, pastoral
and charity work of Roman Catholic Church,
and of ecumenical and interreligious dialogue
knows the process and conditionings of
religious-spiritual growing and its threats
possesses deep knowledge of the rules of
interpretation of biblical and theological texts
possesses enlarged knowledge about man as
the creator of culture, deepened in the sphere
of man’s religious activity and knows selected
concepts of man and the world as well as
understands interactions between faith and
reason
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Skills: a graduate can
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is able to search, analyse, evaluate, select and
integrate information on his/her own and make
use of the sources and documentation as well
as formulate on this basis critical opinions using
his/her theological knowledge
possesses research skills in the area of
theology, including especially the analyse of
philosophical, biblical and theological texts,
synthesis of various ideas and opinions, choice
of methods, designing the tools of research,
elaboration and presentation of results,
enabling original solving of complex problems
is able to dialogue on the outlook of life,
ecumenical and interreligious issues
possesses enlarged skill of writing dissertations
and oral presentations in English and using
chosen foreign language
possesses the skill of argumentation, leading
the essential discussion on theological and
Church life issues, with using of his/her own
opinions and of the others, as well as
formulating conclusions and writing summaries
is able to cooperate and work in a group playing
various roles in it, including managerial roles
and defining priorities for the tasks set by
himself and other tasks
is able to acquire knowledge and enlarge
research skills on his/her own and to undertake
autonomous
activities
leading
to
the
development of skills and directing his/her
personal development and professional career
is able to join creatively to various forms of
evangelization, of pastoral activity and charity of
the Catholic Church
possesses the skill of interpretation basic
theological sources and of using the texts in
foreign languages
is able to integrate knowledge from various subdisciplines of theology, find links between
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particular elements of Christian doctrinal
heritage
is able to critically analyse and interpret various
theological and outlook of life currents and
products of culture, in order to establish their
meaning, social interactions and place is the
historical-cultural process
possesses basic skill of incorporating into
his/her research the sources in Latin
is able to correctly interpret and explain social
phenomena and mutual interactions between
social phenomena
is able to use normative systems, norms and
rules
(dogmatic,
ethical-moral,
law,
professional) of the Catholic Church in order to
solve specific problems
Social competence: a graduate is ready to

possesses critical assessment of his/her
personal maturity, acquired knowledge and
skills
identifies and decides the dilemma – especially
doctrinal and ethical-moral – of individual and
social life
is interested in achievements, research
centres and schools of theology
understands the need for lifelong recognizes
the importance of theological knowledge and
religious-spiritual formation to solve theoretical
and practical problems, including expert
opinions
in the sense of responsibility, defines and
initiates activities for the benefit of society
recognises his/her own responsibility for
shaping the social life, culture and Christian
heritage
demonstrates readiness to creatively develop
own scientific and cultural achievements while
maintaining the ethics of the profession
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